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State of the Industry
TAM

The year is 1985 and the price of oil is $9.00/barrel.

is unique in that we have products and services that
are still marketable in downturns. One example is our suite of services and
products for the Plug and Abandonment (P&A) market. During downturns,
companies reduce the rates of their products and services. Oil companies
then take advantage of this and work on plugging and abandoning wells.
The P&A market is a global market, and TAM has products and services
worldwide that our customers need. Our sales team is aware of this and
is searching for opportunities in this market.

The price drop back then had a tremendous impact on the industry. All across the world, the effects were
felt; no one escaped them. This was the year I graduated from college with my engineering degree. I was
23 years old, I had three mouths to feed and a wife who had diligently helped get me through school, and
now I could not find a job anywhere. I eventually worked on a rig for $6.00/hour for almost two years before
things began to pick back up.
Since then I have seen five downturns including this one. The current downturn is comparable to the one
in 1985. While that may sound alarming (for those old enough to remember), don’t forget that a recovery
did occur. In fact, the downturns I’ve seen in my 30 years in the industry look like small corrections when
viewed over time. The reason for this can best be explained by the simple graph below. The graph shows the
world’s demand for oil over time. As you can see, it always goes up. During a downturn like now, it doesn’t
feel small, but in comparison over time the corrections are small. So I would like to share a few words with
you on actions TAM is taking to maintain profitability as we help our clients pursue their objectives.

Tim Davis, Global Technical

TAM is no different from our customers and competitors when it comes
to the hard decisions that have to be made during a down cycle. We
are not immune to the pain that comes with reducing the head count
and seeing friends affected by this. TAM is now in a position to regain
healthy growth when the recovery begins. But each of us has a crucial
role to play in maintaining profitability during this downturn. Every
position in the company is essential to this effort. Much of what we can
do to contribute is common sense. Our executives have taken action to
ensure a positive cash flow. We will continue to work together to find
opportunities to increase market share and reduce costs.
TAM does not have a crystal ball we can use to predict when things
will turn around. We know that a drop in drilling activity will eventually
lead to reduced oil production. The chart assures us that oil demand
will continue to increase in the foreseeable future. A decrease in supply
with an increase in demand will eventually force the price of oil higher.
This will lead to increased activity, which will produce a greater demand
for our products and services. This will lead to increased orders in manufacturing and eventually to increased revenues.
Most economists, executives of major oil and service companies, and consultants expect 2016 to be another down year. But by the end of 2016, they
expect things could become stable and eventually even begin to pick up early in 2017. By no means, however, is TAM making spending decisions based
on this forecast. We are reacting instead to what the market is telling us today and to what our sales and marketing personnel can forecast for the weeks
and perhaps months ahead.
What must TAM do during this downturn to ensure positive cash flow? How can TAM cooperate with our customers to help them meet their goals during
this drilling downtime? It is very simple. To achieve innovation through collaboration, we need to reduce costs for our core products so that our pricing
aligns with what the market will bear to keep our customers active. TAM may not be large compared to some of our competitors, but TAM’s business is well
established. Like our competitors, we have to deal with tight margins and control costs. Our leadership is well aware of what is going on and is making
the right decisions to position TAM to weather the storm.
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Deepwater is another area where many oil companies will take advantage
of the reduced rig rates. During times of high oil prices, deepwater rigs
worked at rates over $1,000,000 / day. Now these rigs are going for as
low as $600,000 / day or lower. The oil companies can drill deepwater
wells today, and by the time they are ready for production, the price of
oil is likely to have increased, making the project more profitable. For
deepwater customers, TAM has large casing solutions with the 7-1/2 in.
Single Set product line and the 7 in. TAM-J. The V0-Rated Cementing
Port Collar is another opportunity that TAM is pursuing in the deepwater
market.
While we focus on these two markets, we are also developing products
that will save our customers time and money. This promises to further
differentiate TAM from our competitors. One such area of improvement is
the development of new inflatable element sizes so we can service more
casing sizes in a single trip. TAM has developed the ability to pressure test
from both above and below the element.
While the horizontal fracturing market is down, we still see opportunities
to differentiate ourselves there. The PosiFrac Toe Sleeve (PTS) is one such
tool. We have installed over 20 to date, and with every PTS we sell, we
gain more credibility with our customers. By introducing this new product
during a downturn, TAM can anticipate maintaining revenue during the
next few months. This may also open the door for us to participate in other
regions such as South Texas.
I recently spent two weeks in the Middle East. We all know from the news
that oil production in the Middle East is not slowing down. We have a wellestablished team that is having success there, including winning a recent
tender to provide FREECAP III swellable packers for Middle East wells.
TAM was awarded the job because our innovation had created a product
we can build for less money, allowing us to bid lower than our competitors
and still make a profit. The North Sea has multiple opportunities to sell V0Rated Cementing Port Collars as well. It is important that our engineering
and technical groups work diligently on designing and validating new
sizes to meet the new demands.

Across the globe, we can see opportunities for TAM to generate business
that will keep us healthy through the period of reduced activity. Keeping
the business healthy, however, will take the efforts of everyone at TAM.
This is how:
•

Everyone can help by working safely and eliminating accidents.

•

Anyone who uses supplies can help by reducing unnecessary waste,
which will reduce costs.

•

Purchasing can help by making sure we get the best price and best
quality from our vendors.

•

Manufacturing can help by making sure we build parts right the
first time (and eliminate the scrapping of parts) and by developing
manufacturing techniques that reduce costs.

•

Quality can help by making sure we deliver parts that perform as
expected, thereby eliminating jobs that confront adverse issues and
so result in reduced revenue.

•

Engineering can help by producing accurate drawings, discovering
ways to simplify designs, and innovating new products.

•

Sales can help by seeking out opportunities that will bring value to
our customers.

•

Product line managers and tech advisors can help by continuing to
support all areas to improve knowledge and give direction.

•

Operations can help by executing jobs safely and without failures.

Everyone has a part. Take away one part, like accurate shipping and
receiving, and all other aspects can suffer. Each of us can make significant
contributions to keep TAM healthy during this slowdown. Communication is
always important, but it is even more critical now to enable all of us to work
together. During the good times, mistakes can happen with little impact on
the company. This is far from the truth today. A single mistake due to poor
performance or communication will have a direct impact on the bottom
line. By working together, with good communication, a positive attitude (I
know that is tough in difficult times, but it is possible), and a commitment
to do your job well, we all can deliver Excellence at the Wellsite®.
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Competency Guarantee Program (CGP)
TA M N o r t h S e a
The following is an interview with John Stewart, Sales Director for Europe,
Africa, & Middle East, and with Philip Scott, TAM Operations Director for
Europe, Africa, and Middle East.
The TAM Competency Guarantee Program (CGP) provides a means to
ensure we deliver a high quality service and increase the company’s
competitiveness in the oil and gas market through a comprehensive
process of assessing and declaring job-specific competencies. The
program initially began with a pilot assessment of nine Field Service
Operations candidates in Houston, certifying their competencies on 15
Inflatable Service Tools. The program was then expanded to the UK in
April 2014, and less than one year after the rollout in Aberdeen, 21 Field
Service Operations candidates had been assessed on all 99 technical
competencies. The CGP is TAM’s latest means to demonstrate Excellence
at the Wellsite®.
1. Why did TAM North Sea implement the competency program?
John Stewart
1.
2.

We had two main reasons for implementing the competency program:
To identify the capabilities of our personnel, determine their training requirements,
and improve our operational performance.
To satisfy the formal competency requirements of our customers during the
tendering process.

2. What are the main elements of the program?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.

Philip Scott

3.

4.
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The five main elements of the program are:
Industry and company knowledge
Behavioral
Health, safety, and environment
Quality
Technical
The following levels of competency are used to assess each individual:
Basic
Has general knowledge and understanding
Intermediate
With supervision can demonstrate knowledge, skill, and positive 		
behavior
Advanced
Without supervision can demonstrate knowledge, skill, and 			
positive behavior
Master
Has demonstrated expertise in their role and an ability to mentor 		
others

“TAM has the capability to provide a
quality service. It also reassures our
customers that the personnel going
into the field are fully competent to
carry out the work required.”

3. How did you assess the program participants?
Initially the plan was to conduct face-to-face or telephone
interviews; however, it quickly became apparent that the most
effective solution was the face-to-face interview.

4. Who administers the program?
Julie Law, Training Coordinator in our Aberdeen office, administers
the program for the Eastern Hemisphere. On completion of the
assessments and learnings from the TAM-TRACK training program,
Julie uploads the data to the E-QUAL competency software
program and this is independently verified by James Muirhead –
Senior QHSE & Competency Advisor.

5. Please list the ways in which TAM North Sea customers
benefit from the program.
During the tendering process, the Competency Guarantee Program
(CGP) provides evidence that TAM has the capability to provide a
quality service. It also reassures our customers that the personnel
going into the field are fully competent to carry out the work
required.

6. How do your customers learn about the TAM North Sea CGP
program?
Our sales force continually promotes both our competency program
and our Excellence at the Wellsite® initiative when dealing with our
customers. We also include evidence of our competency program
in tender/bid submissions.

7. Have you received any feedback from your customers?
Yes. When supplying field engineers for operations, we often are
asked to provide details of their competency, and customers in
turn provide feedback on the suitability of the assigned engineers.
In some cases, this has led us to propose a more experienced
engineer.

8. How does TAM benefit from the program?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We found the following benefits from having a formal system in
place:
Improved relationships between employees and supervisors
Improved understanding of employee’s and supervisor’s capabilities
Improved ability to win tenders/contracts
Greater ease in selecting the most suitable engineer for each
operation
New ability to negotiate the presence of additional trainee engineers
on location for on-site training

9. Do you plan to expand the program in the future?
Yes. Although this is a continuous program, we intend to roll out
the field service program to Asia Pacific, and the sales team for the
North Sea region will follow.

10. What are the next steps for expansion?
Initial assessments need to be carried out for the sales team, and
implementation for field service in Asia Pacific has been scheduled
for the 4th quarter of 2016.

11. Have there been any major surprises during assessment
or implementation?
Time to carry out the initial assessments and to gather the required
evidence took much longer than anticipated. We saw an initial
reluctance/wariness from employees during the assessments,
but they soon understood the benefits to both the employee and
the company. Employees now see the program as demonstrating
TAM’s commitment to their training and career development.
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Collaboration Leads to Inventory Excellence
By Mark Newman, Vice President, Manufacturing

By Justin Bowersock, Global Product Line Manager

Inventory affects all of us within TAM. Yet it is much like the battery
in your car: taken for granted. You expect a battery to do what it is
supposed to do, at the time you want, when you want, without fail.
We expect the same from Inventory. If our MRP software (Exact MAX)
says a part or tool is available, then it should be available, right?
Unfortunately, in the not too distant past, that was not the case.
However, the expectations of a few were enough to drive change.
On April 30, 2016, we ended our fiscal year. In many companies, a primary function of year-end
business is to complete a wall-to-wall count of inventory. This is a labor-intensive task, which has
previously taken approximately 15 people up to four days to complete. This year was different:
no physical inventory was required. We had achieved 98% or greater accuracy from our monthly
cycle count results in the 16 months prior to year-end. This achievement provided the confidence
that the inventory control program was working and sustainable. We could rely on our cycle
count data rather than trudging through another full physical inventory count. Those of you who have previously participated in this
task understand the relief of not having to perform it again. Those who haven’t… think of a task that you absolutely despise, but have
to perform, or it will not get done. That is what taking a physical inventory count is like. The results and outcome mentioned above are
the products of a collaboration involving Accounting, Inventory Control, Supply Chain, and the Shop Floor. The negative financial impact
TAM had earlier sustained due to a poor inventory control system was more than enough to drive the desire for this “TeAM” to develop
and implement a better process.
The team effort included discussion and debate (sometimes a little heated), research, planning, process writing, training, and execution.
Each group participated and worked together, which is why it was successful. And they continue to do their part, which is the
accountability function of the program. No matter how big or how small your job task is, it has a bearing on Excellence at the Wellsite®.
Are you collaborating with your team members in an effort to better perform a job, a task, or a function with Excellence in mind?

Shown from left to right, we have Kevin Jaramillo, Machine Shop Supervisor;
Lester Jones, Inventory Control Manager; Skyler Baxter, Rubber Shop Supervisor;
Mike Potter, Corporate Controller; and Doyle Gregory, Supply Chain Manager.
Each of these TAM employees is a key contributor to inventory accuracy and to
the reduction of Excess and Obsolescence (E&O).
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Product News
ISO-Qualified Cement
Integrity Solutions

TAM International now offers the industry’s only integral stage cementing solution qualified to ISO
14998 V0 Annex A & Annex D and ISO 14310, making it the most innovative and advanced product
offering on the market.
The 9-5/8 in. V0 HATCH™ Packer utilizes the same sealing system as the V0 MTM Port Collar (qualified gas-tight at 300°F (149°C) in 2015)
to ensure that casing integrity is not compromised in critical applications such as premium production casing installations.
In addition to meeting the industry’s most rigorous qualification standards for casing integrity, the V0 HATCH Packer is also equipped with a
key design enhancement to improve operational efficiency. Once the primary cementing operations are complete and the Casing Annulus
Packer (CAP) has been inflated, additional pressure can be applied to rupture a burst disk in the Port Collar body to establish circulation above
the CAP. This key feature enables the operator to clean out and condition the annulus while running in hole with the TAM Combo Tool, which
is utilized to perform the second-stage cementing operations through the Port Collar ports. Once the second-stage cement job is complete
and the Port Collar shifted into the final closed position, all potential flow paths including the rupture disk ports, Port Collar ports and inflation
path to the CAP are isolated by the V0-qualified sealing system, leaving the operator with uncompromised, life-of-well casing integrity. The
9-5/8 in. configuration is now available and the 13-3/8 in. validation test program is currently underway.

Tim McCoy, Javier Ochoa, and Jay Sanders working in the inventory cage.
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Product News

Product News
By Tim Davis, Global Technical Director

TAM’s PosiFrac Toe Sleeve™ received the 2016 Meritorious Engineering Award for Hydraulic
Fracturing/Completions from Hart Energy. The following is excerpted from the award submission
by Justin Bowersock, Product Line Manager.

P o s i F r a c To e S l e e v e ™ W i n s A w a r d
A number of products have been developed to establish a flow path from the casing ID to the annulus in cemented plug-and-perf completions
so perforating guns can be pumped downhole on wireline in lieu of being deployed on coiled tubing for stage-one stimulation. This saves
the operator valuable time and money by eliminating requirements for coiled tubing equipment and personnel on location during this initial
phase. However, the vast majority of these tools preclude the ability to perform a valid casing integrity test (CIT) prior to the commencement
of stimulation operations as they are activated only after the recorded test pressure has been exceeded.
The TAM PosiFrac Toe Sleeve (PTS) is the industry’s only flowpath initiation and stage-one stimulation tool that is actuated
during the final bleed-down cycle following one or more successful
CITs. A unique and field-proven valve design, leveraged from an
array of other TAM products, enables operators to test the casing
to maximum values for as long as necessary and subsequently
establish communication with the reservoir without ever exceeding
the validated CIT values or incorporating ancillary tools, which add
unnecessary cost and complexity. Once open, the sleeve is held in
place by a mechanical locking feature, and hydraulic forces prevent
it from closing at any time post-actuation.

TAM employees accept the 2016 Meritorious Engineering Award for Hydraulic
Fracturing/Completions from Hart Energy in the TAM booth at OTC. The award was
presented for TAM’s PosiFrac Toe Sleeve™ technology. Shown from left to right:
Russell Laas, Hart Energy; Justin Bowersock and Caleb Kelley (Inventor), TAM International; Rhonda Duey, Hart Energy; and Ray Frisby (Inventor) and Mike Beleau,
TAM International.
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The PTS also has an extremely large ID, which enables the utilization
of a variety of industry-standard wiper plugs; this was validated by
a series of flow loop tests. This compares to other products that
have reduced IDs requiring extremely costly, specialized plug sets
and landing collars to ensure adequate wiping efficiency is achieved.
In summary, the TAM PTS is the industry’s most innovative and costeffective flow-path initiation tool due to its unique design, superior
functionality, and field-proven reliability.

FREECAP III as shipped

FREECAP III assembled

A d v a n c e s i n F R E E C A P ® S w e l l a b l e Te c h n o l o g y
TAM International has been designing and manufacturing
Below is a graph comparing two of TAM’s water swell elastomers
FREECAP® elastomers that swell in oil, water, or a mixture of both
that do not have the TAM FastSwell® technology. They are identified
since 2005. With years of experience, we have developed best
as FSC-11 and FSC-124. The swell environment is considered slow
practices and procedures to ensure reliable swell predictions and
with a wellbore temperature of 140ºF and a wellbore fluid of 9.0
performance downhole. For the industry as a whole, one of the
ppg NaCl, which is about 10% salinity. The elastomers are used
most challenging areas to apply swell technology is in a “slow”
in a 4.5 in. packer manufactured to an OD of 5.75 in. As can be
swell environment. Slow swell environments typically feature
seen, the time to swell to a hole size of 6.25 in. for the FSC-11
one or more of the following: low temperature, heavy oil, or high
is 8.5 days and for the FSC-124 is 7 days. A third curve shows
salinity. In many instances, the elastomer chemistry can be modified
results after the TAM FastSwell® technology is applied to the FSCto achieve desired results. However, there is a trade-off in using
124, denoted as FSC-124F: the swell time is reduced to just over 4
chemistry on its own to achieve faster swell rates in a “slow” swell
days. This is a 43% reduction in the time to swell. On average the
environment. One of the easiest ways to increase the rate of swell is
improvement ranges between 20% to 50% faster depending on the
to make the elastomer softer. But this results in weak mechanical
temperature and swell fluid chemistry. The time savings has shown
properties after swelling, which reduces the differential pressure
to be valuable in a low commodity price environment by reducing
rating. To maintain the desired mechanical properties as well as
the number of days required to wait before commencing stimulation
increase the rate of swell, TAM FastSwell® was developed (patent
or production operations.
pending). The technology incorporates
Packer Diameter vs Time at 140°F and 9.0 ppg 10% NaCI
modifications to both the elastomer
chemistry and manufacturing design
to achieve faster swell rates. The rate
of swell is controlled and predicted by
increasing the surface area exposed
to swelling without changing the
length of the packer. TAM FastSwell®
technology can be used with any of
TAM’s proprietary swellable elastomer
chemistries since it is a manufacturing
process. The technology can be applied
to the FREECAP I wrap-on design or the
FREECAP II slip-on design for most
applications. This technology not only
decreases the time to swell but also
decreases the time to reach the full
differential pressure rating.
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Product News
By David Freeman, Global Product Line Manager

LARGE DIAMETER CASING SIZES
TAM maintains a variety of products for large diameter casing sizes. In many instances, running through a restriction is not the only reason an inflatable
product is needed. Mechanical packers, bridge plugs, and cement retainers are available in very limited quantity or non-existent in casing sizes 16 in.
and larger.

SERVICE TOOLS
The TAM Service Tool product line offers a wide variety of products necessary for
testing, treating, remedial cementing, plug and abandonment, and temporary
isolation using inflatable packer technology. An assortment of inflatable element
types is available to satisfy a broad range of application requirements for both open
hole and cased hole completions, in vertical, deviated, and horizontal wells. TAM has
maintained a commitment to Research & Development in regards to new products
as well as continuous improvement in regards to existing products throughout the
downturn in the market.

NEW PRODUCT OFFERING: TAMPlug
The TAMPlug Permanent Bridge Plug System is a straightforward, simply-operated tool that
permanently seals off both cased and open holes. It can be run on a variety of work strings
into vertical, deviated, or horizontal wellbores. The TAMPlug can function in wells with thick
mud, cuttings, or lost circulation material (LCM).

Applications include:
• Isolating lost circulation zones during drilling
• Base for cement on sidetrack operations
• Isolation for permanent abandonments in cased or
open hole wells

Product News

The TAMPlug utilizes a modular design valve sub that can quickly adapt to work with a
full complement of TAM element types and sizes. The TAMPlug also utilizes field-proven
TAMCAP valving. The valving system ensures the inflatable element is pressure balanced
while running in the well.
To set the TAMPlug, pressure is increased on the work string until the opening pin shears
and the differential pressure within the work string inflates the element to seal inside the
wellbore. Once the element reaches full inflation pressure, the closing valve shears and
locks the pressure inside of the element. Once it is set, right hand rotation releases the
sub and work string from the plug and provides a full ID, allowing cement to be pumped on
top of the plug or allowing full circulation.

700-TJ

750-SS

The large diameter Premium TAM-J Multi-Set Inflatable Packer is the
most reliable multi-set inflatable packer in the industry. The packer can be
configured as a single packer or a straddle packer with the ability to perform
multiple inflate/deflate cycles in one run, saving both time and money. It is
available for 9-5/8 in. casing through 30 in. conductor and for 8-1/2 in.
through 28 in. open hole.

The large diameter Premium Single-Set Inflatable Packer provides a proven
setting mechanism on a high-strength premium chassis with simple
deflation and recovery. The packer easily can be configured as a packer or
bridge plug. It is available for 9-5/8 in. casing through 30 in. conductor and
8-1/2 in. through 28 in. open hole.

Applications include:
• Casing, liner lap, and BOP testing
• Multi-set leak detection
• Open hole inflow testing
• Open hole DFIT/LOT testing
• Remedial cementing

Applications include:
• Cased / Open hole packer or bridge plug
• Storm plug - hurricanes, typhoons, loop currents
• Remedial cementing
• Retrievable bridge plug for temporary abandonment
• Bridge plug for permanent abandonment

Internal Inflate (II) and External Inflate (EI) Inflatable Packer Systems
TAM also offers both Internal Inflate and External Inflate packers for large diameter casing sizes. Both systems are built on robust, high-tensile chassis and
used in shallow depths. They are both very reliable and simple to operate with no moving parts.
Internal Inflate applications include:
• Casing, riser and BOP testing above packer
• Multi-set leak detection above packer
To set the Internal Inflate packer, apply and hold internal pressure
in the drill pipe. To release, bleed off the drill pipe pressure.
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External Inflate applications include:
• Casing, riser and BOP testing below packer
• Multi-set leak detection below packer
• Surface testing of lower marine riser package
To set the External Inflate packer, apply pressure and hold via an external
control line. To release, bleed off pressure through the control line.
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Global Operations
A customer in the Middle East region ran a 7-½ in. x 14-1/2 in. Single Set Retrievable Bridge Plug to
temporarily suspend a gas leak in the 24 in. casing at the seabed. The packer was deployed by a crane
from a dive support boat and guided into the well by a diver at the seabed. The gas leak was successfully
shut off to allow a platform to be installed and a rig to be moved over the well to perform the required
permanent maintenance. The TAM solution saved the customer $3.5M in operating costs.

A customer in the North Sea required a secondary barrier in a well to allow them to take off the BOP,
change out the tubing spool, and then nipple-down the BOP again. TAM North Sea ran a 4-¼ in. x 7-3/8
in. Single-Set Bridge Plug in the damaged 9-5/8 in. casing at surface (95 m) and disconnected using the
TAMCON on/off tool. The Bridge Plug was later retrieved also using the TAMCON on/off tool.

An operator in the Permian Basin needed to establish annular isolation in a challenging well with a
known lost circulation zone. TAM US provided a 9-5/8 in. inflatable LONGCAP casing annulus packer to
function as a secondary mechanical barrier above the loss zone and to serve as a platform for secondstage cementing operations to be performed through a hydro-mechanical DV Tool. The utilization of the
LONGCAP and DV Tool enabled the operator to successfully reestablish circulation and displace cement
to surface.

A TAM Mexico deepwater operation saved significant time and money for a customer who had problems
setting cement plugs to stop losses, often having to set as many as three plugs per job. TAM deployed
the TAMPlug with an 11 in. VE element in the 17-½ in. open hole to 5,375 m. TAM disconnected
the work string and pumped over 300 bbls of cement to allow the operator to perform a successful
sidetrack. The TAMPlug potentially saved the customer up to 48 hours of rig time.

®

Excellence at the Wellsite

By Diane Erbstoesser, Marketing Communications Manager

Strengthening our global culture
When TAM’s Chief Operating Officer, Mike Machowski, calls you into his office to discuss marketing,
you need to be ready to write because he generally has several new marketing ideas of his own.
During one discussion, he made a suggestion that led to a major communication effort at TAM. Mike
began the meeting by telling me about a sermon he had heard at church regarding excellence, how
everyone was encouraged to be the best they can be in all aspects of their life. Mike suggested that
the same emphasis on excellence should be a company goal at TAM as well.

“If every TAM employee performs his or her job in
a manner that exceeds expectations, the end result
will benefit our employees, our customers, and our
company,” he said.
Mike called it Excellence at the Wellsite®, but his vision of the campaign was much broader than just field service or operations. After that first meeting,
it was clear that this was not going to be a short-term goal of the company. It would be a multi-year initiative that would go on to consistently engage
all global TAM employees.
To create a framework for the project, TAM Marketing organized a committee of employees, drawn from various departments such as Human Resources,
Technical, Risk Management, and Manufacturing, which began meeting on a regular basis. We’re now actively involved in the campaign.
So, how are we engaging our employees to make “excellence” a company goal? One way is by featuring employee interviews in our quarterly TAMTalk
newsletter that ask about the subject of Excellence at the Wellsite®. For example, in a recent issue, Don Coutts, TAM Operations Manager for Europe
& Africa, shared his thoughts. “Excellence at the Wellsite® is the end result we can achieve when every member of every department performs to a
level that surpasses ordinary standards,” said Don.
Another way we’re engaging our employees is through team building. We first created 11 global teams based on specific job functions, such as
Accounting and Engineering. Our committee then met with each team to discuss ways in which its function contributes to Excellence at the Wellsite®.
Next, we worked with each team to choose a slogan that represents its particular commitment to excellence, and each team member received a shirt
with their team’s slogan on it. The Operations team chose “Inflating customer expectations” as their slogan. The Sales team chose “Selling excellence.”
We’re also using our Excellence at the Wellsite® registered trademark on our email signatures, business cards, posters, shipping crates, and advertising.

A major operator offshore Newfoundland in eastern Canada was looking for a way to do a cement
squeeze into a perforated lower zone and set an abandonment plug above that zone, all in a single trip.
This dual barrier is required by the local regulatory body prior to sidetracking or permanently leaving
a wellbore. TAM Canada provided a dual-barrier plug and abandonment solution using a TAMCAP. The
operator achieved substantial savings by doing this in a single trip as opposed to making multiple coiled
tubing trips.
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Looking ahead, our committee is actively planning Phase II of the campaign. Our ultimate goal is to make Excellence at the Wellsite® part of TAM’s
global culture.
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